
 

Ulta Jobs
Introduction- Ulta is recognized as the largest beauty retailer in the
United States offering a one-stop shopping experience for salon, mass
and prestige products along with salon services. The company focuses
on offering affordable indulgences to its customers. It combines the
product convenience, value and breadth of beauty superstores with a distinct environment of
specialty retailers. 
Company History: Ulta was established in 1990. It was established based on the observation that
consumers needed an all-purpose supply store which could offer elegant cosmetics at an
affordable price to its customers. It offers 400 brands and more than 12,000 beauty products today,
making it a true community with a relaxed atmosphere. The company made a name for itself in the
industry by offering prices that were one third of average retail rates for the competing products.
The company focuses on offering affordable indulgences to its customers. It combines the product
convenience, value and breadth of beauty superstores with a distinct environment of specialty
retailers. 

Ulta was designed to offer customers a low pressure experience with product selections in bath
and body, toiletries, hair and cosmetics. Currently the company has 150 stores in the country with
an on-site salon experience for its customers. It is a full service retailer with spa and hair style
services, prestigious brands as well as cosmetic consultation services. With over two decades of
experience and industry know-how, Ulta is constantly upgrading and re-inventing its services to
deliver a truly unique experience to its customers. 

Usual Openings: Ulta jobs offer applicants an opportunity to work with one of the fastest growing
beauty retailer in the country. It provides employees with an atmosphere where they can create a
career complimenting their lifestyle along with complete quality benefits, rewards and
opportunities. Careers in Ulta are rewarding as well as challenging, offering employees something
interesting and new to discover in every field with full management support to achieve goals. 

Ulta job openings are available in the following areas:
Distribution Centers
Home Office
Salons
Stores
Current Openings: Ulta careers are among the most lucrative and rewarding in the industry
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currently. The company is known for its commitment of offering a comprehensive benefits program
to its employees which is competitive, cost effective and equitable. The benefits program includes
dental, prescription and medical insurance, retirement plan along with company match, vision
insurance, flexible spending accounts, long term and short term disability, AD&D and life
insurance, paid time off, employee discounts on salon services and retail products, employee
assistance program and ongoing operational and product education and training. 

Some of the Ulta Career opportunities currently available to applicants are:
Operations Manager
General Manager
Salon Manager
Hair Stylist
Esthetician
Key Holder
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